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ABSTRACT

The concept of phase space is introduced and Liouville's Theorem
is proved using the canonical equations of motion.
are defined in terms of Poisson brackets.

Liouville systems

Some aspects of the statistical

mechanics of Gibbs are reviewed, specifically the microcanonical and
canonical ensembles.

In order to discuss the theory of adiabatic

invariants, the behaviour in the large of ordinary differential equations
is examined and Levi-Civita's imprimitivity of dynamical systems presented.
The problem of time and ensemble averages are critically discussed
cubminating in the Ergodic Theorem of Birkhoff.

It is shown that metric

transitivity is the determining factor in the equality of time and ensemble
averages.
Necessary and sufficient conditions for a process to be adiabatic are
given and a precise mathematical statement of the problem of adiabatic
invariants is formulated.
invariants of conditionally

Next the exact equations of motion of adiabatic
periodic dynamical systems are derived.

The Gibbs-Hertz Theorem which deals with the equivalence of volume
in phase space when the external parameters vary is proved by a variation
of Levi-Civita's original proof.
A general outline and a statement of the main results ofLevi-Civita's
theory of adiabatic invariants is communicated.

This theory is based upon

two major assemptionsof involution of integrals and limitation to Hamiltonian
systems.

The purpose of Geppert's theory, which is presented next, is to

dispense with these two restrictions.

A rigorous discussion of the Gibbs-

Hertz Theorem in the case of singly imprimitive systems is proved via Geppert's
theory.
A generalized Gibbs-Hertz Theorem for multiply - imprimitive systems is
then proved using the mechanics of Geppert's theory.

The idea of adiabatic invariants owes its inception to the work of
Paul Ehrenfest on the Wien Displacement Law in radiation, he immediately
realized its importance in other brances of physics, particularly statistical mechanics.

A number of brilliant researches provoked by Ehrenfest's

ideas soon permeated mathematical physics.

Chief among those "physical

mathematicians" attempting to put the theory of adiabatic invariants on a

firm mathematical basis was Levi-Civita who succeeded in describing the physical
ideas of Ehrenfest and Burgers into a very elegant mathematical formalism

and showing that his rather sophisticated methods were capable of dealing
with most of the problems which came up in mathematical physics, astronomy
and statistical mechanics.

A further improvement was due to Geppert who

was able to formulate the problem in an entirely different manner and could
relax some of the requirements of Levi-Civita's theory, in particular he

dispensed with the necessity of dealing with Hamiltonian systems only.
Intimately connected with adiabatic invariants is the Ergodic Theorem,

which furnishes the theoretical basis of much of Levi-Civita's and Geppertts
work, and the classical statistical mechanics as expounded by Gibbs.
Especially important (and the main theme of this thesis) is the use of the
various theories to prove the famous Gibbs-Hertz Theorem of statistical
mechanics and to use Geppert's theory to prove a generalization of this
famous theorem for multiply imprimitive systems which do not even have to
be Hamiltonian.
It is assumed that the reader has a general knowledge of advanced analytic dynamics and also of Gibbs statistical mechanics; although not
explicitly stated it is tacitly assumed that an elementary physical knowledge

relevant parts of Sommerfeld's well known treatise on atomic structure.
I wish to take the opportunity to thank Professor Philip Franklin
for supervising this thesis.
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As is well known, the equations of motion of a dynamical system can
be written in canonical form

where

~

%?

at

is the Hamiltonian function of 23 variables.

M?;%)

Since we

are dealing with conservative systems only, H will not contain the time t
and consequently H will equal the total energy E of the system.

As can be

seen, the mechanical state of the system will be expressed by the 2S
quantities
... p

If we call the points P determined by the coordinates

.

1

as station or representative points, then to each state

..

We

of our mechanical system will correspond a uniquely determined point P.
will call the set

of all points P corresponding to all possible states

_JL

of the system, the phase space of the system.

If the initial state of the

system is represented by the point Po having coordinates p (ok)

%();

its state at any time t in the future will be represented by the point Pt with
coordinates

p

;.()

Since the canonical equations are ordinary

.

differential equations, we invoke Cauchy's integral theorem which states that
there exists a unique analytical solution of the canonical equations in the
neighborhood of the point
acquire for

J- t,

that the function

%= t,

such that the functions

the set of prescribed values
%AQ c')

.(o)) ?()

c.
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provided

is analytic in the neighborhood of this set of

values. (This is not the most general f orm of the theorem).

But as the

state of the system at any given time uniquely determines, by the above
theorem, the state at any other time; the motion of the point Pt in the
phase space

-..

is uniquely determined by the unitial position Po.

fore the point Pt describes in

...

There-

a curve called the trajectory or path.

every ordinary point of the phase space, there exists one and only one
uniquely determined phase trajectory

li.

where we consider

-

as components of a vecterI

and

P

.

It is very convient to summarize the canonical equations thus

Our existence theorem now takes the form of determining the motion in phase
space from the initial position P.A-Hopf, and before him Levi-Civita, have
done we can consider the motion of a point in phase space as the motion of
a 2K dimensional fluid called the phase fluid.

For by examining the corres-

pondence between the points Po and Pt representing the state of the
dynamical system at the time t= o and t = t, we see it is possible to represent this motion as a one-to-one transformation of the phase space

IL

into itself

where the set of all transformation Tt defines a continuous one parameter
group.

We can interpret this transformation as a flow of 23

fluid filling the phase space.
In equation 2, take the divergence of both sides

if the
we call the system a Liouville system.

Now
vr6~SL7,

Lbli
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dimensional

When 2=3, we have the incompressioiiity concition for idea fliuids.

state now Liouville's Theorem:

We

the total flux of the phase fluid taken

over any closed surface of the phase fluid is always zero, but this means
that the phase fluid moves like an incompressible fluid.

If we consider

the density of the phase fluid to be D, then we can write Liouville's
Theorem in its more usual form

where

is the Poisson bracket of D and the Hamiltonian H.

This very important theorem will be used in subsequent discussions involving adiabatic invariants,
invariant.

where it will be also interpreted as an integral

Liouville's Theorem forms the basis of Gibbs statistical

mechanics.
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We begin by recalling some of the chief facts about the statistical
mechanics of Gibbs.

His basic idea consists of considering a large

number of systems, which he calls en ensemble, in different states or
phases and submitting these states to statistics.
introduced into his theory two types of ensembles:

As is well known Gibbs
canonical and

microcanonical.
If

R

is the density in phase space, then the canonical ensemble

is represented by

~tNe

I)
where

E

is the energy of the system and

Y, 0

are constants which are

called the modulus of the ensemble.

The integral of equation 1 extended

over all the elements

?,

&%;- - &%

•

, - & 9, -:

space must give the total number of systems

N

of the phase

N, so we must have

S

2-)
hence

-~

If the energy

C

is krown as a function of the generalized coordinates

and momenta, then for a given

G

, the integral has a definite value.

Therefore for systems of a stated type, p will be determined by
It can be shown that

C

C3

plays the role of the temperature.

If we assume that the number of particles in the ensemble is large
then the canonical ensemble has the important property that within the

majority of systems, so far as observable quantities are concerned, do
not differ much from each other.
A microcanonical ensemble is defined as an ensemble in which all of
the systems have the same energy

C

,

the density

9

being given

by
4i)

/A

where

is a momalization constant and where attention is confined

to the representative points which lie between the closed energy surface
and

£

+

.

Gibbs defined the microcanonical ensemble by a

limiting process involving the density

which amounts in the limit to using

Divacts delta function.

Hence we may

equivalently look upon a microscanonical ensemble as being represented by

where

'

- C.

to equation 5.

is the delta function.

Obviously equation

6 is equivalent

Now by equation 6 a microcanonical ensemble can be looked

at as ensemble whose points lie on an infinitely thin layer
distributed over it with equal density.
interpret it as having a surface density
surface corresponding to the energy

E

&

and are

Looking at the ensemble then we can
C)

on the closed energy

of the microcanonical ensemble

where G will be interpreted as a gradient, actually G is the velocity

withi whichll a r en
SUMING UP:

ipit mve

toasi

e spac.

A canonical ensemble is characterized by a modulus

a microcanonical ensemble has no modulus but is determined by the value
of

Q

.

The fundamental difference between these two ensembles being

that the canonical establishes the distribution of representative points
in the entire phase psace, whereas the microcanonical establishes the
distribution on the energy surface considered.
For complete details in regard to ensemble theory in classical
statistical mechanics, see Gibbs (Chapters 4, 5 and 7) also useful is
Telaar (Chapter

5).
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Imagine a system of ordinary first order differential equations
(which we will interpret to be Hamilton's equations) with N unknown functions

-

'%vA

- of the independent variable t.

where theX's are continuously

differentiable functions.

By the existence

theoreom, we know that the above system possesses N and only N functions

value

th

.

which satisfy the above system and which reduce for t=tto the prescribed

The equations 6 can be solved in the vicinity of the initial values to
yield the N constants of integration

which supply as many unique independent integrals as there are given initial
conditions; these integrals are called principal integrals.

It is possible

to obtain N-1 principal integrals independent of the time t

This is only true in a sufficiently limited region of the initial values.
But in the problem of adiabatic invariants one wishes to examine the
principal integrals (which determine the trajectory of the system) for all
values of t not only those in the vicinity of the initial time to.

In

general, it is not possible to govern these trajectories completely by means
of equation 8.

To convince oneself of this, it is merely necessary to

examine the solution of a two-dimensional anisotropic oscillator for
different values of the frequencies.

-7-

It will become obvious that the N-1

integrals of equation 8 furnished by the existence law (which operates
only in the small) are not sufficient by themselves to characterize the
behaviour of the system in the large, that is for unlimited values of the
time t.
The type of integrals of interest in the theory of adiabatic invariants
are those we can use to predict the possible future positions of the points
Pt of the trajectory which pass through the initial positions Po at time to.
Levi-Civita has called these integrals, uniform (eindeutig) integrals.

All

of which leads to Levi-Civita's theory of imprimitivity of a dynamical
system.

IMPRIMITIVITY OF DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS
We will suppose that our system of differential equations has
uniform integrals, then we say that the system is
or m-fold imprimitive.

m

(N-m-1) - fold primitive,

If m=o, we have no uniform integrals of motion

and the differential system is called primitive.
to have all N-1 integrals uniform.

It would be most ideal

The reason why we have only N-1 instead

of N uniform integrals is that we have to exclude the trivial case where
the integral is identically zero.

The importance of having

5

uniform integrals is that the trajectory will fill densely an
dimension manifold M of our phase space

f).

.

,

say,

N-1

The primitive system will

fill an N dimension manifold densely.
Since we are dealing with integrals independent of time, it is only
necessary to discuss, in connection with the theory of adiabatic invariants,
Liouville systems independent of the time t:

-8-

As a consequence of previous work above, we state
A.

As long as one looks at the

Q's

as an exactly constant

quantity, then the system 9 belongs to the imprimitive order one, that is
it has only one uniform integral

B.

The equation 9 defines for every value of C considered, a

closed N-1 dimensional surface
is a constant on
C.

q

,

q

.

Since every solution of equation 9

its trajectory fills

Gluwasi-ergodic

trajectories fill

S

C'

densely.

hypothesis: if not all, then almost all

densely.

We may interpret equation 9 as a Hamiltonian system by making the
obvious interpretation of the symbols.

-09-

As we have just seen when we deal with Liouville systems of the type.
defined above, it becomes necessary to examine how the trajectory fills up,
if it does, the surface on which it lies.
ergodic problem and the ergodic theorem.

To do this we study the famous
It is important to realize that

the ergodic theorem, which we will shortly discuss, furnishes the theoretical
basis of classical statistical mechanics and also of the theory of adiabatic
invariants.
as any quantity depending upon the

We define a phase function

state of the system; the most important phase function is the Hamiltonian
because H completely determines the equations of motion.

There

are two different types of averages of the phase function

-Ta

In general, this average depends upon the trajectory

Vk

along which it

is computed.

The ensemble average is computed over all possible states of the system.
Does there exist any relation between these two averages?
Specifically does the time average equal the ensemble average?

-10-

equality of these two averages.

The reason being that while we measure

time averages, the ensemble averages are more easily computed; hence the
equality of the average would be a very powerful tool in statistical mechanics.
As a matter of fact Gibbs bases his entire theory on the equality of time
Gibbs used as a proof of this equality, an argument

and ensemble averages.

advanced in 1859 by Maxwell under the hypothesis which he called
"continuity of path" while independently Boltzmanrused the same argument
under the title of"erodic

hypothesis".

This hypothesis is "every

trajectory in phase space passes through all the points on its ergodic
surface".

We remember that the Hamiltonian H for a conservative system is

simply the total energy E which is constant,

The geometrical locus corresponding to this equation in a phase space of
23 dimensions is a hypersurface of 2S-1 dimensions called ta ergodic or
energy surface.

By a fundamental t~horem due to Poincae, a representative

point of a closed system remains on its energy surface for all time.

Using

the above hypothesis, they were able to show that the time average was equal
to the ensemble average.
For if the trajectory passed through all points on the energy surface,
this would imply that all trajectories on a given surface are identical, but
T

since

we see that

<'$>t

energy surface.

will have the same value for all orbits on a given

The situation has been admirably summed up by TeHaar:

-11-

asufficiently long time interval would be independent of the values of any
of the

,

but the energy, and it would be equal to the average taken

over the corresponding energy surface, that is taken over a microcanonical
ensemble.

We get the result then that the time average over a

phase func-

tion is equal to the average of the phase function over a microcanonical
ensemble."
Unfortunately it can be proved that no dynamical system obeys the
So that if we are to prove the equality of time and

ergodic hypothesis.

ensemble average, we must proceed in another way.

Many physicists have

attempted to base the equality of the averages by postulating quasi-ergodic
systems:

"there exist closed systems of such a nature that their representa-

tive points in phase space pass infinitely close to every point of the
ergodic surface".

Von Neumann and Birkhoff have shown that the great

majority of non-integrable dynamical systems
property.

possess the quasi-ergodic

Rosenthal gave a proof of the equivalence of time and ensemble

averages based on the quasi-ergodic hypothesis, but the rigor of his proof
has been questioned.

The quasi-ergodic hypothesis plays an important role

in Geppert's theory of adiabatic invariants.
Birkhoff, and also Von Neumann, have been able to give a rigorous proof
of the equality of time and ensemble averages by entirely different procedures
than those used by previous workers.

A detailed discussion of their work is

not possible nor would it be desirable here; nevertheless we will analyse
the results of their work as it is of the utmost important in statistical
mechanics.
Ergodic Theorem of Birkhoff (formulation of Wiener)

-12-

(phase space).

Let

T be a transformation of all subsets of

into

which preserve measure (volume), and the re-

jl

measurable subsets of

J

lation between the two sets, that one contains the other except at most for
Then except for a set of points P of measure zero

a set of measure zero.

00o
will exist.
B.

Let SL

Continuous Case:

be a set of points of finite measure.

Let T

be a group of transformations fulfilling the conditions we have laid down
for T in the discrete case just mentioned.
product space of

\

Let T9

be measurable in the

and of P, then except for points P of measure zero,

will exist.
If the hypothesis of metric transitivity is imposed (that is the only
sets in phase space

_D_

which are invariant under the transformation

have total measure zero or one), the Ergodic Theorem takes the following form:
The time average

phase function

K4)

and the ensemble average

(b)e

of the

are equal for all values of P except possibly those of

measure zero, provided that the group G of transdormations T of

-fL

into

itself is metrically transitive.
It might be remarked that the condition of metric transitivity is not
satisfied in the case of a linear harmonic oscillator, because every ellipse
is invariant under T and we can have invariant sets of any measure (in this
case, area).

-13-

nw uecomes

In many respects the problem

transitivity of the dynamical system.

ne dcuiereria.ni

i

une

e

For the purpose intended in this

paper all we are interested in is the metric transitivity of quasi-ergodic
systems, indeed it can be proved that quasi-ergodic systems areetrically
transitive; hence we may assert that

almost everywhere.
Birkhoff has summed up his famous theorem thus:

"What the Ergodic

Theorem means, roughly speaking, is that for a discrete volume presering
transformation or volume preserving flow of a finite volume, probability and
weighted means tendilg towards limits when we start from a definite state R
(not belonging to set of measure zero) and furthermore the limiting value is
the same in both directions."
Closely related to the problem of the equality of time and ensemble
averages is the problem of how long a representative point remains within a
surface element

.

Boltzmann was able to prove the following:

dt represents the relative time spent in the surface element di and
the surface density of a microcanonical ensemble.

1Z is

His proof involves the

assumption that the system obeys the ergodic hypothesis, which is of course
impossible.

However, Birkhoff has been able to prove the above theorem by

using his ergodic theorem in the following special form:

"If an (n-1)

dimensional open or closed surface R in phase space cutting across the
trajectories in one sense be considered, the

trajectories will have a

definite mean time of crossing of R, the same in both directions of time,
except for a set of measure zero.

-114-

The mean crossing time will then be

where the limit exists except for a set of measure zero; tn is the elapsed
time to the nth crossing of R from a point P on R.

If the system is metri-

cally transitive, the mean time can be determined and is the same for all
the motions."
Under the assumption of metric transitivity, the theorem then reads

almost everywhere, where dt is the relative time a representative point of
the orbit spends in the regionWkduring the period T.
Since quasi-ergodic systems are metrically transitive, we will, for
the rest of this section, confine outselves to these systems.

For the work

in adiabatic invariants and the proof of the generalized Gibbs-Hertz theorem,
it is more conveient to consider Boltzmann's Veriveilzeit (sojuntatime) in
the following form to be shown.
Assume a system to be quasi-ergodic and have m uniform integrals
M

wi

; write these integrals in the following form:

then Glaser has proved that equation

A can be written in the following way:

D

-15-

.uis a constant which is equal to unity if the system a Liouville type or is
defined by the equation

if the system is non-Hamiltonian.

We will define systems obeying equation B

as generalized Liouville systems.

Glaser defines a function S in the follow-

ing way

and shows that equation A' can be written as

where

0

j~)X4~z

\

~)***)~TW~

btt

Use will be made of this theorem in the section "Generalized Gibbs-Hertz
Theorem."
For actual proofs and calculations, see Glaser's'article (bibliography).

-16-

In the study of thermodynamics, we regard an adiabatic change of state
as a chain of states of thermal equilibrium occurs infinitely slowly through
states of thermal equilibrium.

It is of important to inquire as to what

quqntities remain constant during this change.

Paul Ehrenfeet, in his in-

vestigations into the Wien Displacement Law, was lead to introduce analogous
changes into mechanics.

He advanced the idea that in mechanics it would be

desirable to investigate adiabatic transormations, i.e. a transormation from
the original to the final state of a mechanical system which occurs infinitely
slowly by passing through intermediate states of equilibrium of motion.

He

called those quantities which remain constant during the transformation,
adiabatic invariants.
As Arnold Sommerfield has pointed out, there are three characteristics
which are both necessary and sufficient for an adiabatic processes
A.

" the infinitely slow or reversible element of the processes"

B.

"

the effect is not on the coordinate of the motion, but on one

or more of the parameters of the system, that remain constant in the original
motion."

C.

"

the irregular nature of the influence (effecting the alteration)

in relation to the phases of motion."
We can now state the problem in the following way:
Let there be a system of ordinary differential equations

where the X's are given functions not only of the independent variable t (time)
and of the dependent variables X 1, ....
parameters a.

Xn

,

but also of a certain number of

There exist n solutions of the above equations

Then it is possible that some functions of the constants of integration

and of the parameters a exist which maintain their values unaltered
when the parameters a are varied in an arbitrary way, provided the variation
is very slow and irregular.

We call these invariant quantities, adiabatic

invariants.

We will now proceed to investiage the above problem in its various
aspects.

First the theory of conditionally periodic systems and their

adiabatic invariants, and then the more abstract theories of Levi-Civita and
Geppert with particular emphasis on the Gibbs-Hertz Law of statistical
mechanics.

This law states that under an adiabatic change the volume enclosed

by an energy surface in phase space is an adiabatic invariant.

-18-

DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Definition'of a reversible adiabatic disturbance
A.

Variation is effected infinitely slwly with respect to the motion

of the system.
is approximately constant.

B.

da/dt

C.

The canonical equations of motion are valid.

Under these assumptions we derive the exact equations of adiabatic motion of
a conditionally periodic system in terms of the action variables J and the
angle variables w, following the method due to Paul Dirac:
Let qr and pr be a set of Hamiltonian coordinates of a conditionally
periodic system with n degree of freedom.

The integrals

Jr and the angle

variables Wr form another set of coordinates connected by a contact transfor m,

where dS is a perfect differential of S the generator of the transformation.
Also the Pr and qr, when expressed in terms of the Jr and Wr, are periodic
in the Wr with period unity, and the Hamiltonian function H, when similarly
expressed, is a function of the Jr only.

If we regard S and the qr as

functions of the Jr and Wr, we have

hb-.S

and

I;V9N,

-19-

terms of the form

--

Zk2)

W

independent of the Wr.

The second shows that the

independent of the Jr•

The

(~j1

zJ

where the

<

0. K)

(~4~

tj

k')

are
are

C.Ow

4

are constants and can be

made zero by a suitable choice of the arbitrary constats that may be added
to the Jr.
the Wr.

This will make them S consist entirely of a periodic function of

A change in the condition of the system is represented by the con-

tinuous variation

K'-

Q)

of a parameter a occuring in the Hamiltonian

H, the canonical equations remaining valid, though H may involve

/

An adiabatic change is the limiting case when

s

such that
cL

with a varying equation

&

which makes

N\

must be replaced by

this gives

where

hence the transformation from

-\

+

5

is a contact transformation so that

Now H can be expanded into a power series for small values of

-20-

here HO is the value of H when a is constant, so that

where Wk may be considered as the instaneous frequencies.
z

Let

06

so that

now H1 , being a function of the Pr and qr must be a periodic function of
the 4
W

of period unity.

of period unity.

Therefore, F is also a periodic function of the

We can now write F in terms of a Fourier series

ri~

W.

and the summation being taken over

being equivalent to

all integral values of m that make Wm positive.

We shall require the series

to be absolutely and uniformly convergent, as is the case in general with
continuous forces, equation 3

which may be written when

becomes

cjdoes

not vanish as:

These are the exact equations of mtion of adiabatic invariants first
derived by Burgere, although the method used to derive them is due to
Divac who used fewer assumptions than did Burgers.

The old quantum theory,

which used conditionally periodic motions, was interested in the adiabatic
invariance of the action variable J

-21-

Unfortunately all the previous proofs involved the assumption that the
system be non-degenerate, i.e. there exist no conditions of the type

during the course of the adiabatic change.

But there will exist at some

time in certain systems an accidental degeneracy, so that the proofs involvIndependently of each other DiYac and

ing non-degeneracy become invalid.

Von Laue have proved that the action variables J are adiabatic invariants,
even if degeneracy does accidently occur in the adiabatic change.

We will

not go into these proofs as they are only of historical value now)having been
superseeded by more powerful theorems in the Levi-Civita and Geppert theories.
In fact as Levi-Civita has pointed out:

"the adiabatic invariance of the J's

is not influenced by a more arithmetical character, as commensurability of
two periods."
Perhaps the most important theorem which was proved for conditionally
periodic systems is that due to Ehrenfest.

This theorem states that a periodic

system has an adiabatic invariant the quartity
periodic motion is sinple harmonic, the quartity
by proving that

i

.

and if the
He did this

P
D.T&t

where

,

o

is the difference in value of two infinitely near adiabatically

related motions, T is the kinetic energy, and P is the period.
So that

-22*

if the motion is simple harmonic, the average total energy
equal to twice the average kinetic energy

K)

KE'

is

;hence

under adiabatic changes.
For a very complete description and bibliography on the use of
adiabatic invariants in the old quantum mechanics we refer to Ehrenfest
(

,EE

1\%uZtS9AT

).
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GIBBS-HERTZ LAW (PROOF OFLEVI-CIVITA)

Let us consider a system of n degrees of freedom and consider any
motion belonging to a set of given values
parameters.

0., Q

,

•

- -

•

of the

The corresponding phase curve in the 2n dimensional phase lies

wholly on the energy surface

constantiwhich encloses

-

Q,.'r

G

a certain 2n dimensional volume

An adiabatic reversible affection from

a

-

,

first changes the value

of the energy, secondly alters the form and position of the energy SuREACE.

Let the volume enclosed by the energy surface after the change be Vo, then
the Gibbs-Hertz Law states that

We now propose to derive this theorem by a method first due to Levi-Civita
in his classic papers on adiabatic invariants.

Before we proceed to the

actual proof, we examine the connection between this law and Liouville's
theorem.
As was shown before, Liouville's theorem applies to any canonical system,
whether is Hamiltonian depends on the time or not.

If a canonical system

is considered where the Hamiltonian also contains external parameters
,

then if we keep the external parameters constant Liouville's

theorem will hold in this case.

We have written Liouville's theorem in the

following form

-24-

the integral invariant

which we interpret as the volume enclosed by the energy surface.

hence

Liouvillets theorem takes the form that the volume V enclosed by the energy
surface is a constant even if the generalized momenta and coordinates vary.
On the other hand, the Gibbs-Hertz theorem deals with the equivalence of the
volumes when the external parameters change.

We now proceed to Levi-Civita's

proof.
We begin by postulating a Liouville system with a single uniform integral

W

which represents an energy surface

volume V.

,

GT

this surface

encloses a

V is a function of the external parameters a and the integration

constant C

may be though of as the sum of two parts

Consider the total differential

-\N

&4L-Z&N

First 84V means we hold constant the a's and permit c to increase whereby V

increases by the volume enclosed between the surfaces

G'

and C.

Now kV has the value

This can be proved in the following manner:

mal displacement to each point on
this displacement

!

.

'

and let it be varied by giving an infinitesG'Z

along the direction to the normal, call

By a well known formula for the increment

%

Consider a closed surface

03-

We wish to put this in a for
cosines

but

ok

involving F, observe that the direction

of the normal to

(T

are

is simply proportional to the surface density of a microcanonical

ensemble becuase in this case F=H by hypothesis.
arbitrary amount

Let F change by an

F

also the components of the infinitesmal change

can be written

tm

therefore by simple manipulation

and

In regard to finding

1, we hold c constant and permit the a's to increase

to a + da, so that instead of the energy surface

X

,

the neighboring surface

result

call these surfaces
enclosed between

IQS
G'

and

.

Geometrically interpret
'S .

Construct a normal to every point P on C'

we again have for the direction cosines

-26.

V as the thin layer

is the increase in the coordinate in changing from a point ? on
Q7.

The corresponding increase

But because the point Pa lies on

,

atthe point Paon

so from the above equation

but

hence

Integrate over the surface c

The toal differential dV is written as

&~~:

solving for dc

4AY &(W
Qr
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of F is as before

we also have to satisfy the equation

Up to second order F takes the value

&N~

to

To.

,

a point Pa on

'

We intend to show that dc can also be expressed as

comparing equations,

&4"

or

which is the statement of the Gibbs-Hertz Law.
for dc proceed as follows:

For the second expression

Consider the adiabatic variation of C with respect

to a during some time interval t

but as

therefore
during some time interval t of observation which we assume to be very small.
What happens when the time of observation
very slow variation of the parameter
but functions of t.
mean value of

is very long (say T) because of the

a, then the x's are no longer constants

Intuitively we would expect the variation in U

be some

F in time, that is

t T&VY&t
as the time of observation T increase to infinity, we expect to be able to
use the Ergodic Theorem (since the system is quasi-ergodic)

&-28-

'

(5

AND our theorem is proved.

It may be not superflous to remark here that

when Levi-Civita first proved this in 1928, he had to make a number of
aasumptions in order to circumvent the use of the Ergodic Theorem, which
was not proved vigorously until 1931.

I claim a shorter proof by this method

although of course the original proof is due to Levi-Civita.

The explicit

statement of this theorem was first due to Paul Hertz in 1910, although
Gibbs was undoubtedly convinced of its validity through physical reasons.
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It is not the purpose of this paper to discuss in any detail the
actual machinery of this theory, but to present a general outline and to
state the main results of Levi-Civita's theory.

We follow here quite closely

the review article of Prange (see bibliography) which is quite easy to follow
without a kowledge of Lie's theory of continuous groups, this being the
technical basis of Levi-Civita's elegant method.
We postulate a Hamiltonian system which is of m-fold imprimitive order
where m is less than the order n of the system.

This implies by definition

that the system has m uniform integrals

and we postulate that these integrals are to be in involution among themselves,
that is the Poisson bracket of any two of the F's vanish

or equivalently

Solve the m uniform integrals F for the

and consider instead of the original Hamiltonian H, the function Fl

where the

.s are adiabatic parameters, we havei= K represents a closed

manifold in the phase space of

~

ilm

defined by

~~f.ld1 C-f VA (1-rn ~

hIT3

9

ipnztuc

+

9

h a~
htt3vlio

'

iAa1di inain of h i jy -I -
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nl~dL

values of the q's, a's and c's.

We see now that the volume V enclosed

by M

is an adiabatic invariant of the canonical system

where we have to consider the a's and c's, the q's as adiabatic parameters.

This property remains true when one subsequently thinks of the

--

arbitrarily varying, so that V is also an adiabatic invariant of the
original canonical system of characteristic function H.
Now the m uniform integrals F are equivalent to the energy integral
in the following sense:

take a set Fu and form with Fu the canonical system

so that the system has the m uniform integrals

which possess in phase-space of 2(n-m) dimensions, the same trajectories
as equation A.

If further Fu = Cu is a closed manifold of 2(n-m) - 1

dimensions, the enclosed volume is an adiabatic invariant of the system C,
also equivalently of system A and therefore of the original system.

We can

now state the following theorem:
If a system has (m + 1) uniform integrals, then there exist (M + 1)
adiabatic invariants and they may be constructed by quadrature; the conditions
necessary for the theorem to be true are

b.

the system is metrically transitive on the energy surfaces

which are of 2(n-m)-l dimensions but not over the entire manifold
-

cy

which is of (2n-m-1) dimensions.

This is the chief result of the theory which unfortunately requires
for its proof a detailed knowledge of Lie's theory of the reduction of
canonical systems by means of known integrals.

If, the Hamiltonian system is integrable by separation of variables
then it must be a conditionally periodic system; thus besides H=K we will
have (n-1) uniform integrals which are in involution with each other.

We

obtain then n expressions of the form

which are adiabatic invariants of the system

but this is simply

;

T

where J is action variable, therefore

is an adiabatic invariant of a conditionally periodic system.

In this

treatment we make no use of degenerate or non-degenerate systems as in the
previous proof of Burgers, Von Laue, or Dirac.
For the exposition of Levi-Civita's theory see his third lecture in
"Drei Vorlesungen" (bibiliography).
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In the previous section we remarked about the application of LeviCivita's theory of adiabatic invariants to conditionally periodic systems
and stated that any Hamiltonian system which is integrable by separation of
variables is conditionally periodic.

It is of some interest to discuss this

relationship more closely as some writers on dynamics have had contrasting
views.

As Jacobi has shown it is easier to solve not Hamilton's equations as
-

is, but to transform them into an equivalent partial differential equation
the Hamilton-Jacobi equation- and attempt to solve this equation.

Levi-

Civita has found that a necessary and sufficient condition for the hamiltonJacobi equation to be solved by separation of variables is that Hamilton's
function H satisfy

By definition a conditionally periodic system is one that satisfies the
above equation.

Of course we may ask is this definition of conditionally

periodic equivalent to the usual one in analytical dynamics, and we answer
this in the following manner.
Because of the separation of variables examine each pair of conjugate
variables independently.

Now it can be shown that a solution obtained by

separation of variables is given by

lp

)"1
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) ,(,cL

1AM )E

function the same

leads to two different

9

.

Using this fact,

must oscillate between two

it is not too difficult to prove that

definite limits which leads to the conclusion that the streamlines in the
space mast be closed, this implies that the system is periodic.

There is still another possibility for the stream lines to be closed, without
a double-valued relation between

pc.A

"geometrical connectivity of space".

,

this being due to the

We will not go into this aspect though.

The periodic motion refers however only to the path of the moving point when
projected on the various
in time.

?g I

planes, it does not hold for the motion

Instead, the motion contains n independent periodicities, which

are spread over the variables in a non-separable manner.

A proper trans-

formation will then exhibit the conditionally periodic nature of the given
separable system.

The actual technique is due to Delauny and is of considerable

interest in astronomy and the old quantum theory.
We might add the very important (although quite unknown) theorem due
to Smekal and Herglotz

ItNo general solution of a non-conditionally periodic system can
be expanded in a uniformly convergent Fourier series."
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The theory of Geppert dispenses with Lev L-Civita's two major assumptions
Instead he

of involution of integrals and limitation toI Hamiltonian systems.
puts and resolves the following question.

11W

iat are the conditions to be

imposed upon a function J (Cla) such that iti Ls an adiabatic invariant of
the differential system

L

of imprimitive order

M

(

N)

?

We propose to discuss in broad outline

the chief aspects and theorems of this theory and show how it leads to the
Gibbs-Hertz theorem in the case of singly imprimitive systems and to a
generalization of the Gibbs-Hertz theorem in the case of multiply imprimitive
systems.
If we have a differential system (does not have to be a Hamiltonian system)

in which the a's, first treated as constants, and the functions

'T4 do not

contain the time t, then the system has the solution

three integrals determine the trajectory of the parent differential system A.
Now let the parameters a be functions of the time, we can still write the
solution in the form of equation B, but CL and

L-t,

must be interperted

as functions of t, which are now to be determined through the integration of
the system
CbS

r6~

_

1

-'II.

&9

if we suostitu-e equationino equation, taeLy become

$~(&-i~
CC --C'4~-1

=

1

)

-

Q&)

-

_L0

&t
17:-i
the last differential system contains only the quantities

t,t,,C,

,-Q-

and its integration gives the trajectories of equation A.
so instead

Let us now take the time averages of the functions
of equation D, there is

Wecdfine an adiabatic invariant according to Geppert:

Every invariant

of the system E is an adiabatic invariant of the original system A.
This is equivalent to the simultaneous existence of the equation

0

(A-7j7

.

K/4i)f.-

"TK~? < +T.I

CC1
J does not refer to the action variable of previous sections, but represents
the unknown adiabatic invariant.

In all that follows, assume

so that equation F becomes

This is the defining equation of Geppert's theory.

The system E is not

always integrable, its integrability conditions are the existence conditions
for the adiabatic invariants.
If first only singly imprimitive systems are considered, then we have
only one uniform integral
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hypersurface, on which the trajectories are quasi-ergodic.

If I represents

the last multiplier of system 1, then by a well known theorem in celestial
mechanics due to Poincare (see Whittaker, page 122) the expression

is an integral invariant of the system 1, if u is unity then our results
reduce to a consideration of Hamiltonian systems.

This can be seen by con-

sidering the definition of the last multiplier as an integral of the equation

now if u is unity, the equation reduces to

which is the definition of a simple Liouville system or equivalently a
Hamiltonian system.

We will now define a generalized Liouville system to be

one for which equation J is satisfied.
Because the system is quasi-ergodic, it is also metrically transitive and
we can assert the equality of the time and ensemble average of the functions

from previous results we know

where as usual
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Omitting the analytical details, Geppert has shown that by using equation M
it is possible to obtain conditions for the integration of equation G, since
the integrability conditions for equation G are the existence conditions for
the adiabatic.invariants
THEOREM:

A necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of the

adiabatic invariants of a simply imprimitive dynamical system is that the
following be satisfied

Two special cases are of great importance
1)

All the

are constants on the energy surface

then f is called by Geppert a stationary integral, its importance being in
that it is not only an integral of system 1, but also of the system

ciZ

__q-

,L-ZI).

.)"
&3t

2)

All the

r6Q CLV

-)-

are constants on

G' , u is called

in this case a stationary multiplier, in particular if
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unau L isu6i indaependen-t of'L the'1 .aaudic paaeeA.W a tiiet

fact to prove the Gibbs-Hertz Theorem for a singly imprimitive system of
arbitrary differential equations (not only for Hamiltonian systems as in
Levi-Civitats theory)
The proof is now given:
Consider equation M and set in the equation, these quantities

the equation M now reads

Now

is the desired volume we wish to prove invariant.

By considering equations

M, Q and R; the following expressions for the gs are calculated

but

f2

=E

,

equation M now reads

therefore

is the desired adiabatic invariant.

This is of course only true for singly

imprimitive systems, Geppert did not prove the corresponding theorem for
multiply imprimitive systems, we will do this in the next section.
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Geppert has generalized his results to include the case of m-fold
Let us consider an m-fold imprimitive

dynamical system, therefor we have m uniform integrals(nwis N

)

imprimitivity in the following manner.

which will determine in phase space an (m-n)-fold hypersurface on which the
quasi-ergodic hypothesis is considered to be true.

for'.-,

.

,

Now solve the integrals

thereby reducing the original differential system 1 of

orderntoann-n+1order system in the variables

X..,

.

We proceed

to again repeat the above procedure for the case of singly imprimitive system
which possesses only the integral

If we designate by

where

V

Du

and

the Jacobian

do not enter into

and if u is the last

multiplier of our original system, then Geppert has proved that existence
conditions for adiabatic invariants now take the form (compare equation N for
singly imprimitive systems)
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If in particular

is independent of the adiabatic parameters,

then the function

is an adiabatic invariant of the system 1,
of

('

on the subspace

--

.

represents the projection
It is important to realize that

equation V is not the generalization of the Gibbs-Hertz sought since the volume
is only over the space of

m-.

-

, not over the entire space of

)-

Thisshort description of Geppert's theory is sufficient for our purposes
although Geppert has in his papers generalized even the concept of adiabatic
invariants to include what he calls "relative adiabatic invariants".

This and

many other generalization and applications combine to make his theory the
most powerful instrument for the attack upon the adiabatic invariants of
statistical mechanics.
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GENERALIZED GIBBS-HERTZ THEOREM FUR MULTIPLY IMPRIMITIVE
DYNAMICAL SYSTEMS

Classical statistical mechanics deals with only one uniform integral
namely the energy integral.

If, for instance, it were possible to find

other uniform integrals of the motion then we would be in a position to
extend our theory of statistical mechanics to the case of multiply-imprimitive
systems as contrasted to the classicalcase of singly-imprimitive systems with
the uniform integral being energy.

In a recent important paper H. Grad has

concerned himself with the problem of systems with a large number of degrees
of freedom that possess in our terminology an arbitrary number of uniform
integrals.

Grad does not seem to have realized that it would be possible to

use some results of Geppert in his work, in particular he has not dealt with
the Gibbs-Hertz Theorem.Grad has based his investigations upon two assumptions:
1.

The "a priori" probability is absolutely-continuous.

2.

The number of uniform integrals is small compared with the number

of degrees of freedom of freedom of the system.
A proof of the Gibbs-Hertz Theorem will now be presented for multiplyimprimitive systems, the only condition being imposed is that of quasiergodicity of the integrals.

In fact, the dynamical system does not even have

to be of the Hamiltonian type.
Consider a differential system of order n which has

(

t)uniform

integrals which are quasi-ergodic, but as quasi-ergodicity is equivalent to
metric transitivity, we invoke the Ergodic Theorem to assert the equality
of time and phase averages of any desired phase function.
integrals we can determine m of the

-

Since theue

m

I,- \ by solving the integrals for

the x's, now we ask ourselves how long a representative point remains
in some
specified neighborhood in the phase

...

.

*

As we saw

in the section on ergodicity, the answer is

where

Invoking Gepperts theory, we use his equation G (see previous section )to
determine the adiabatic invariant desired.

and as before
oj6
Insert equation A into equation C getting for equation B
-T

Examine the "volume" integral

C~k

b,-h

enclosed in the phase space of

--

-

number) defined by the m uniform integrals.

by the hypersurfaces (m in
Also u will be considered as

a stationary multiplier

It is easier to change to a new coordinate system at this point, so we make
the m integrals

••

now takes the form

\jo

-

become our new coordinate hypersurfaces.

Equation E

-:-,

surfaces

do not cover the whole volume considered then

C

here

\J6

will be regarded as that part of V which is not covered by any

surface of the group

.

-.

In either case differentiate m timesto

obtain

This expression is an adiabatic invariant of our system (see previous section,
equation V) but not the one we are interested in at present.

Hence in equation

D the last coefficient is expressed as a function of V.
It remains to solve the expressions for the remaining coefficients.

are our m uniform integrals, solve these for the

4

and our new coordinate system becomes

C -Q))t'h-- -2~

--- Y
*C

being coordinates we use the following

Equation G will become

Ak(I

&I-

m¶~O

Because of equation K, we get by differentiation

~-

ALfL~

but

\5)
as we know that
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&C,

-

that is, instead of the

-

4

~

and setting into equation 0 gives

Solving in this equation for

-6

I

CM)

V,

r6

rb( ,-- ,,)

Also

& -- - &

-- -

,

JLt &I
or by differentiation

.D

(-6 , J0
Therefore equation D becomes

rbT
r6q,

Q5

/-6 I'm

V -

Iz C

-U --

which shows that the adiabatic invariants J are functions of the volume
integral

\i)

N

L

) . .. R

IL, A

-Lifu

L

11

__4

tJ L

If there is a differential system of order n and of m - fold imprimitivity,
then the adiabatic invariants J of the system are functions of the volume
integral

In particular if the system has only one uniform integral, the adiabatic
invariant J becomes the volume integral V itself

if in addition the system is a Hamiltonian system, then is is unity and

which is simply the Gibbs-Hertz Theorem of classical statistical mechanics.

This seems to be the most general statement that can be made about the
dependence of the Jis on V, short of actually attempting to solve the rather
difficult partial differential equation system (equation u) for the J's.
we identify the function

and

by

by

It is simply a matter of manipulation to obtain the equation U of the
previous section.

If
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